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Why battery electric? 

** Burden of disease from environmental noise. Quantification of healthy life years lost in Europe, WHO (2011) 

 
        noise                                  pollutants emissions 
 
GHG emissions                           energy efficiency   

At least one million healthy life years are  
lost every year from noise in the western 
part of Europe** 

  Negative impact of noise 

Reports and comparisons available in   

*    https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/ 

* 

      E-buses have the lowest TCO if  
externalities are reflected in the costs 

 
             noise 
 
   GHG emissions  
 
pollutants emissions                            
 
  energy efficiency   

Battery e-buses the only solution  
combining benefits related to: 



Emissions, noise and energy efficiency 

Allows for 24h operations 

Comparative distance 
travelled using equal 
amounts of energy (50 kWh) 
 



 
 
     
 
     
 

      

Full hybrids have the lowest TCO if health & climate externalities reflected in the costs 

Levels of electrification 

There is no “one-size fits all”. Optimal setup depends on the operating conditions. 

e-geofencing 

e-geofencing 



Luxembourg – sustainable mobility testbed 



The use  of geofencing for safety and zero emissions 



Hybrid buses 



Euro VI bus is clean 



E-time vs. e-distance 



E-stories behind hybrids 
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Up to 

10% 
of fuel cost/CO2 saving 

MILD 
HYBRID 

Different options  
thanks to pure electric 
drive capability 

Up to 

39% 
of fuel cost/CO2 saving 

FULL 
HYBRID 

Some (but not all) can 
do electric idling. 



Where do the differences come from? 
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There are no shortcuts to sustainability 
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Mild hybrids shall be perceived as efficient diesels rather than hybrids 

Only full hybrids can deliver significant environmental benefits  



Level of electrification vs. societal benefits 

No “one solution fits all requirements” - it’s multi-criteria decision making 

Scale: 0% - diesel, 100% full electric 



Full electric buses 



System approach needed ! 

+                           +                  +                       +                                            =  

  Perfect if all rules followed 
  Horrible if a single rule broken  

+                +                  +                                 +                                =                                              
  Cost-efficient  
  and attractive  
  e-bus system 

Just like in coffee preparation! 

 Interdependence and interactive nature of all elements 



Battery charging needs to be integrated within operations 

Recuperation + battery charging from the grid 
 

 Trend: overnight charging + opportunity charging 
 Existing standards: OppCharge & CCS 

Luxembourg Cents, 300kW OppCharge stations  



Advancement of e-mobility – example of Luxembourg  

Making deployments easier 

Electric overnight  
> 300 kWh 



Rightsizing of e-bus systems 

Small battery + opportunity charging 
 
 
 

Medium-size battery + overnight depot charging + opportunity charging 
 
 
 

Large-size battery + overnight depot charging 
 
 
 

Large-size battery + overnight depot charging + day-time depot charging 
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Charging flexibility = cost efficiency and operational robustness 

    Green energy is intermittent by nature, cannot be switched on when demand is high  

Battery charging: past, now and the future 



Summary 



The level of electrification and e-measures 

Allows for 24h operations 

No “one solution fits all requirements” - it’s multi-criteria decision making 



Thank you! 




